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The Summer Hideaway - Susan Wiggs 2014-03-25
Claire, hiding from a dangerous past, finds solace in working as a
private nurse for the elderly George Bellamy, but when George's
grandson, Ross, returns home from war, Claire struggles against
the attraction she feels for him.
Born to Be Brad - Brad Goreski 2012-03-06
Celebrity stylist and fashion icon Brad Goreski takes readers
inside his whirlwind life, from his small-town Canadian roots to
his worldwide successes, sharing a wealth of style tips, tricks, and
photos along the way to help every reader look and feel their
absolute best. Fans of The Rachel Zoe Project and It’s a Brad,
Brad World already know that there’s no one on reality TV more
fearless or savvy when it comes to style. But Born to Be Brad
gives the world its first behind-the-scenes look at how Brad
became the stylist he is. This is not just a how-to style book. It’s a
sublimely written, riveting life story with the power to take you to
the top of your fashion game—right along with Brad.
It's Not a School Bus, It's a Pirate Ship - Mickey Rapkin
2020-06-16
A boy overcomes his first-day-of-school fears by imagining It's Not
a School Bus, It's a Pirate Ship! Set sail on the high-seas with him
in this picture book adventure by writer Mickey Rapkin and
illustrator Teresa Martinez! The first day of school means the first
ride on the school bus. But who will I sit with? What if no one
talks to me? Luckily this isn’t a school bus, it’s a pirate ship! And
this crew has one motto: “One for all and all for FUN!” So set sail
on a voyage across the high seas! And prepare to make some
pirate buddies along the way in this adventure about overcoming
your anxiety. An Imprint Book “Rapkin and Martinez build on the
imaginative fun of It’s Not a Bed, It’s a Time Machine . . .
Martinez’s whimsical flights of fancy fill the illustrations to
bursting. Imagination conquers fear yet again.” —Kirkus Reviews
Pitch Perfect (movie tie-in) - Mickey Rapkin 2012-09-04
A musical tale of collegiate a cappella filled of high notes, high
drama, and high jinks that inspired the hit films Pitch Perfect and
Pitch Perfect 2. Get ready to be pitch slapped. The roots of
unaccompanied vocal music stretch all the way back to Gregorian
chants of the Middle Ages, and collegiate a cappella is over a
century old. But what was once largely an Ivy League
phenomenon has, in the past twenty years, exploded. And it’s not
what you think. Though the blue blazers and khakis may remain,
a cappella groups at colleges across the country have become
downright funky. In Pitch Perfect, journalist Mickey Rapkin
follows a season in a cappella through all its twists and turns,
covering the breathtaking displays of vocal talent, the groupies
(yes, there are a cappella groupies), the rock-star partying, and
all the bitter rivalries. Rapkin brings you into the world of
collegiate a cappella characters—from movie-star looks and
celebrity-size egos to a troubled new singer with the megawatt
voice. Including encounters with a cappella alums like John
Legend and Diane Sawyer and fans from Prince to presidents,
Rapkin shows that a cappella isn’t for the faint of heart—or lungs.
Sure to strike a chord with fans of Glee and The Sing-Off, this
raucous story of a cappella rock stars shows that sometimes, to

get that perfect harmony, you have to embrace a little discord.
Subtle Bodies - Norman Rush 2014-06-03
**A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK** In a sophisticated
romp through the tribulations and joys of marriage and
friendship, a group of college friends reunites two decades after
graduation. After the sudden death of Douglas, once the
ringleader of a clique of self-styled wits, his four best friends are
summoned to his Catskills estate to mourn his passing.
Responding to a mysterious sense of emergency in the call, Ned
flies in from San Francisco with his wife Nina in furious pursuit;
they’re at a critical point in their attempts to conceive and she
won’t let a funeral get in the way. It is Nina who gives us a
pointed, irreverent commentary as the men reconvene, while Ned
tries to understand what it was that made this clutch of souls his
friends to begin with—before time, sex, work, and the brutal
quirks of history reshaped them. Filled with unexpected, funny,
telling aperçus, Norman Rush’s Subtle Bodies is also a deeply
moving exploration of the meanings of life.
The Seduction of Water - Carol Goodman 2003-12-30
Iris Greenfeder, ABD (All But Dissertation), feels the “buts” are
taking over her life: all but published, all but a professor, all but
married. Yet the sudden impulse to write a story about her
mother, Katherine Morrissey, leads to a shot at literary success.
The piece recounts an eerie Irish fairy tale her mother used to tell
her at bedtime—and nestled inside it is the sad story of her death.
It captures the attention of her mother’s former literary agent,
who is convinced that Katherine wrote one final manuscript
before her strange, untimely end in a fire thirty years ago. So Iris
goes back to the remote Hotel Equinox in the Catskills, the place
where she grew up, to write her mother’s biography and search
for the missing manuscript—and there she unravels a haunting
mystery, one that holds more secrets than she ever expected. . . .
Theater Geek - Mickey Rapkin 2011-02-15
Before there was Glee or American Idol, there was Stagedoor
Manor, a theater camp in the Catskills where big-time Hollywood
casting directors came to find the next generation of stars. It’s
where Natalie Portman, Robert Downey, Jr., Zach Braff, Mandy
Moore, Lea Michele, and many others got their start as kids. At
age thirty-one, Mickey Rapkin, a senior editor at GQ and self-
proclaimed theater geek, was lucky enough to go, too, when he
followed three determined teen actors through the rivalries,
heartbreak, and triumphs of a summer at Stagedoor Manor.
Every summer since 1975, a new crop of campers has entered
Stagedoor Manor to begin an intense, often wrenching
introduction to professional theater. The offspring of Hollywood
players like Ron Howard, Nora Ephron, and Bruce Willis work
alongside kids on scholarship. Some campers have agents, others
are just beginning. The faculty—all seasoned
professionals—demand adult-size dedication and performances
from the kids. Add in talent scouts from Disney and Paradigm and
you have an intense, exciting environment where some thrive and
others fail. Eye-opening, funny, and full of drama and heart,
Theater Geek offers an illuminating romp through the world of
serious child actors.
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